The European Council on Health & Safety is a cross-industry private network for executives in the health and safety arena focusing on sharing best practices, ideas, and experiences in areas such as occupational health, industrial hygiene and accident prevention. This council meets three times a year, bringing together executives of some of the largest companies in Europe in a confidential setting. Council members work together in an open style, allowing a candid exchange of views and experience.

The council director is Iain Ross, formerly Director of Manufacturing and Engineering, Dow Corning. The current chairman is John Lyons, Group Head of Health, Safety & Environment for O2, part of the Telefónica Group.

**FORMAT & AGENDA**
Meetings typically begin in the early afternoon of the first day, and conclude in the early afternoon of the second day. This allows time to discuss one subject in substantial depth, including occasional workshop sessions, and two to three other topics in a shorter fashion.

**Recent agenda items have included:**
- European regulatory structure and forthcoming legislation
- Effective implementation of European directives
- Cultural influences on safety, and behavioural approach to changing attitudes
- Worker safety and security – best practices in preventing accidents
- Tripod /Accident investigation
- Safety culture maturity model: practicing the tool
- Risk assessment and management
- Health monitoring
- The cost of safety
- Training of health and safety professionals

**ELIGIBILITY & FEES**
Council members are European-based executives in the health and safety arena who typically represent multinational companies with €1 - 5 billion in annual turnover. Membership eligibility criteria apply.

Council membership is an exclusive benefit for executives of companies that are Associates of The Conference Board Europe. The annual Council membership fee is €3,500. The one-meeting attendance fee for prospective members is €1,200.

Executives who meet membership criteria are warmly invited to attend a meeting on a one-time trial basis. Should they wish to join, their company will be asked to become an Associate of The Conference Board Europe if not already. Associate membership fees are available upon request.

**ABOUT THE CONFERENCE BOARD** (www.conference-board.org)
The Conference Board is one of the world’s leading business membership and research organisations. Non-partisan and not-for-profit, it brings together executives from 2,000 of the world’s largest companies in 60 countries. Operating in Europe since 1980, The Conference Board Europe provides unique opportunities for senior executives to deepen business perspective and insights, informed by Conference Board research and the rich experience of executives from different industries and countries.

For further information please contact
Antonia Cermak, The Conference Board Europe
130 Chaussée de la Hulpe, Box 11, B-1000 Brussels
Tel: +(32) 2-675 54 05 - Fax: +(32) 2-675 03 95
e-mail: antonia.cermak@conference-board.org
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